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A Martian is a native inhabitant of the planet Mars. Although the search for evidence of life on Mars
continues, many science fiction writers have imagined what extraterrestrial life on Mars might be like.
Martian - Wikipedia
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun and the second-smallest planet in the Solar System after Mercury. In
English, Mars carries a name of the Roman god of war, and is often referred to as the "Red Planet" because
the reddish iron oxide prevalent on its surface gives it a reddish appearance that is distinctive among the
astronomical bodies ...
Mars - Wikipedia
NASA's (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution Mission) MAVEN mission will study the Martian
atmosphere. Checkout the latest news, images and video. Watch the orbit insertion live on Sept. 21, 2014.
MAVEN - NASA Mars
Fractal Antenna Systems custom designs, manufactures and licenses the world's most compact and powerful
antennas for commercial and military applications.
Fractal Antenna: What's New
Jim Moore Voice Only. encrypted. Accept? The text window blossomed directly in my line of sight, eclipsing
the debate. I read it twice. I tried to remember the last time he'd called from the field, and couldn't.
Blindsight by Peter Watts - Echopraxia
A Space Colony is when a colony is not on the surface of a planet, but instead is a huge space station. They
are discussed in detail here. And when a mature colony starts making noices about "No Taxation Without
Representation", the time is ripe for a War of Independence.
Colonization - Atomic Rockets
In the 1980s, when the possibility of wormholes began to capture physicistsâ€™ imaginations, there was the
inevitable concern about what such objects might mean for causality in an Einsteinian, time-elastic universe.
The Nightshirt
Marte Ã© o quarto planeta a partir do Sol, o segundo menor do Sistema Solar. Batizado em homenagem ao
deus romano da guerra, muitas vezes Ã© descrito como o "Planeta Vermelho", porque o Ã³xido de ferro
predominante em sua superfÃ-cie lhe dÃ¡ uma aparÃªncia avermelhada.
Marte (planeta) â€“ WikipÃ©dia, a enciclopÃ©dia livre
InformationWeek.com: News analysis and commentary on information technology trends, including cloud
computing, DevOps, data analytics, IT leadership, cybersecurity, and IT infrastructure.
InformationWeek, serving the information needs of the
Devil In The Dark (1967) The Horta was an example of Silicon life. Now we are really sailing off into terra
incognito. "Here be dragons" and all that.
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